
Determine what style of fence you want.1
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Determine the length of your fence run(s).

Using a measuring tape, determine how many feet of fence you need per run in your yard.
A run is a consecutive line of fence.

Determine how many gates you need.

Each fence style has a corresponding gate. 
All gates are designed to fit a 50in. opening. 
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No Way Jose Ornamental Fence
48” Tall - Does not meet BOCA Pool Code

Chatty Cathy Ornamental Fence
48” Tall - Meets BOCA Pool Code

Tall Paul Ornamental Fence
52” Tall - Meets BOCA Pool Code

Basic Betty
18lbs, 

1 or 2 person operation

Big Bertha
27lbs, 

2 person operation

Springy Suzy
27lbs, Spring-loaded,
1 or 2 person operation

Decide what kind of post pounder  
you want to use.

To drive the digless anchors into the ground, 
you need a post pounder. You can buy a 
generic one from your local hardware store, 
rent a pneumatic post pounder, or purchase 
one specifically designed for WamBam’s fence 
products. All of our post pounders have a 
specialized rubber insert to reduce noise 
and vibration fatigue.
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Determine if your fence line has a slope.

Run a level string line from the start to the finish of your fence line.  This will help you understand 
how much of a fall your fence line has.  You will need to compensate for this difference in height 
either equally throughout your fence, or whatever is most visually pleasing to you.
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WamBam’s aluminum fencing systems are designed to be installed level versus sloping or 
“racked”.  If your fence has a slope greater than 10°, you will need to order extended posts so that 
you can step your fence (see illustration below).

Please order longer posts
to accommodate this style 

of fence installation.

 Your fence rails will remain horizontal for all fence sections, and you will need to purchase extended posts. 
      

To determine rise height:  height/length = rise per inch  /  rise x 12 = rise per foot

Height

Length

Measure to determine your slope before purchasing your posts (or anchors).

Often the ground slope 
of your fence line will 
be much greater than 

you think it is.

FENCE STYLE
Chatty Cathy
No Way Jose

Tall Paul

STANDARD POST
53in.
53in.

59.5in.

  EXTENDED POST
     65in.
     65in.

     71.5in.

If You Have 
A Slope 
Greater 

Than 10° 



 

Generate a Material List.

It’s helpful to draw out your fence plan in advance. If you would like help determining your materials, 
call 877.778.5733 or email your drawing to hmmm@wambamfence.com and we’ll be happy to assist you.

To �gure out your materials, you will need to do some simple math: 
     •  Each post is 2in. wide and each panel is 84in. wide 

     •  Fence panels can be easily cut to finish off a run, and this is covered in more

        detail in the ‘Murphy’s Ornamental Fence Laws’ guide.

Fence Run with No Gate:
Number of panels = Length of fence run in inches divided by 86in.
(Ex. For a 55ft run of fence: (55*12)/86=7.67, therefore you would need 8 panels (always round up)).
Number posts* = Number of panels rounded to nearest whole number + 1 (to finish the run)
*If you have two separate runs that are connecting to a corner, you will need 1 less post.

Fence Run with 1 Gate:
Number of panels = (Total length of fence run in inches - 56in.) divided by 86in.
Number of posts* = Number of panels rounded to nearest whole number + 2 (to finish the run)
*If you have two separate runs that are connecting to a corner, you will need 1 less post.

Notes: 
Posts come with anchor kits. If a post is going to be mounted on a concrete or wood surface, order the 
“Universal Post with Surface Flange”.  Posts with surface flanges are only available in a universally larger 
size, so you will need to cut them down to accommodate the Chatty Cathy/ No WayJose panels.
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Before You Begin Your Project:

         Familiarize yourself with the installation guides (found on Homedepot.com).

         Complete the “Before You Begin” steps outlined on page 4 of the installation guide.

         Ensure that you have all the tools you will need, as specified in the installation guide on page 5.

         Read over the Murphy’s Ornamental Fence Laws guide (found on Homedepot.com).

Write Down the Materials You Need to Order:

_______ Panels      _______ Posts w/ Anchors      _______ Posts w/ Surface Mount      _______ Gates

Circle Post Pounder:       Basic Betty         Big Bertha         Springy Suzy
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